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GSPP welcomed new cohort of students & launched boot camp!
Graduate School of Public Policy held an orientation day on 6 August 2018. Vice Provost for Academic
Affairs Loretta O’Donnell and GSPP Dean Weng Tat Hui of Nazarbayev University welcomed new
students at the orientation session. In addition, School Faculty members shared information on their
research areas and future academic study.
GSPP welcomed 26 MPP students including 2 students from Azerbaijan, 36 MPA students including
student from Afghanistan and 10 PhD students.
This year GSPP launched a boot camp for the newly-admitted MPP and MPA students. School Faculty
along with instructors and teaching assistants conducted sessions on introduction to algebra, functions,
linear modeling and writing guidelines that would help students to adjust in a new academic
environment. Congratulations to our new students

on their entry into an exciting academic journey!

GSPP Singapore Component
GSPP’s 29 MPP and 21 MPA students headed off to Singapore on 10 July 2018 for the Singapore
component of their Master’s degree programs. The first part of the MPA course on “Accountability,
Financial and Performance Management” took place on 15 June - 24 June 2018. The second part of the
module was delivered by LKY School professors in Singapore.
Students engaged in a rigorous curriculum comprising coursework, in class lectures, and learning
journeys on a variety of topics related to Singapore’s economic and developmental success to inspire
their Kazakhstan academic and public service careers. Within the extensive program students visited the
Housing Development Board, Jurong Industrial Area, Land Transport Authority, Urban Redevelopment
Authority, NEWater visitors’ center, and Marina Barrage.

SEMINARS
Pakistan Elections: What does it entail for the region and the world?
Prof Iftikhar Lodhi gave a talk the Pakistan elections 2018 for representatives of embassies, ministries,
think tanks, and the NU community on 3 August 2018.
Former sports man, Imran Khan has been elected Prime Minister of Pakistan after his party won a
simple majority in the National Assembly. Mr Khan, inherited a country with a mounting economic
crisis and political violence. He has vowed to create a "new Pakistan".
Some believe that he is the only and last hope for Pakistan who can bring about a desperately needed
change on the political and economic fronts.

Mr. Khan has diametrically opposite reputation in national

and international intelligentsia. Some call him “Taliban Khan” who is “selected” by the Army to lead
the country, a reference to his nationalistic pro-Islamists rhetoric and his allegedly “close ties” with the
Military. Others

call him a playboy and a Jewish agent.

Mr. Khan outlined a number of priorities for his future policy course. He stated tackling corruption,
particularly by political leaders, would be his top priority. In terms of fiscal and monetary policies, he
remains a centrist with no indications of any drastic swing to expansionary policies or privatization. He
emphasizes reforming bureaucracy particularly police and judiciary along with provision of education
and health for the poor. Speaking about the foreign policy course, Khan advocated strengthening
Pakistan's cooperation with neighboring countries, like China; pointed to the importance of stabilizing
the situation in Afghanistan, and also stated his readiness to restore dialogue with India, the main
geopolitical opponent, with which Islamabad still has tense relations because of disagreements over the
disputed region of Kashmir.
Policies for sustainable mountain development in Central Asia: learning lessons from South East Asia
Dr Dietrich Schmidt-Vogt, Honorary Professor at
the Faculty of Environment and Natural
Resources, Freiburg University, Germany and
Distinguished Adjunct Professor at the Asian
Institute of Technology (AIT), Thailand delivered
a presentation on "Policies for Sustainable
Mountain Development in Central Asia: learning
lessons from South - East Asia" on 11 September
2018 at Nazarbayev University.
Dr Dietrich Schmidt-Vogt in his presentation described his experience from South - East Asia and
concluded that policies for sustainable and integrated mountain development should be formulated
before the pace of development overtakes the pace of policy making.

CONFERENCES
Prof Colin Knox presented a paper to the EU conference in Avaza, Turkmenbashy

on the Masters of

Public Administration – sharing the Nazarbayev University Experience. This conference was
organized to support the development of a Masters in Public Administration Program in the Academy
of Public Administration under the President of the Republic of Turkmenistan.
Research Grant
We sincerely congratulate Prof Colin Knox on winning research grant of £90,000 Doctoral Training
Alliance UK: 3 year funded doctoral program in UK consortium of Universities for PhD on
Strengthening Civil Society in Central Asia (with Karl O’Connor and Markus Ketola): 2018 – 2021.
Energy geopolitics in the Caspian region: looking beyond the realist framework
Prof Serik Orazgaliyev, presented a paper titled ‘Energy geopolitics in the Caspian region: looking
beyond the realist framework’ at the Asia Arabia Cluster conference on “A Northern Tier in West
Asia? - States, Networks, and Informal Diplomacy” organized by the Middle East Institute of the
National University of Singapore. The conference brought together anthropologists, historians, and
political scientists to address transregional entanglements across the Middle East and post-socialist
Eurasia, past and present.
Mr. Lee Kwang Boon Vice-President, United Nations Association of Singapore provided comments on
Serik Orazgaliyev’s talk on “Caspian Sea - Competition For Pipeline Export Routes in the Caspian
Region: The New Great Game or the New Silk Road?”
"It became a geopolitical hotspot between five independent states (Russia, Iran, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan
and Turkmenistan) with vast natural resources, quickly expanding economies, and important transport
routes connecting the East and the West. One cannot deny the fact that the strategic competition among
the geopolitical powers for hydrocarbon resources of the Caspian shaped the trajectories of the new
pipeline routes. The interaction between the Newly Independent Caspian states (Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan
and Turkmenistan) and energy consumers has led to strengthened energy cooperation along the same
area where the ancient Silk Road crossed East Asia, Central Asia and Europe.
The ‘New Great Game’, the Caspian states and China emerge as winners. The resolution of legal
status of Caspian Sea is closer than ever. The success story of the Caspian Framework Convention aptly
illustrates the significance and convening power of Regional Seas Conventions in the context of the
implementation of the Sustainable development Goals. Oceans and seas matter! We live on a blue
planet, with oceans and seas covering more than 70 per cent of the Earth’s surface. Oceans feed us,
regulate our climate, and generate most of the oxygen we breathe. The ecological aspect as an integral
factor of global sustainable development is one of the overriding vectors of cooperation. It stands on the
common denominators established by the states that share the ecosystem and allows engaging with
stakeholders to set the norms of performance and achievements common for all."

GUEST LECTURES FOR MPA STUDENTS
MPA students had several guest lectures in August and September of 2018 organized by Prof Stefanos
Xenarios:
1. Vadim Yapiyev from School of Engineering, Nazarbayev University who is currently completing his
PhD studies on School of Engineering, Nazarbayev University gave an in-depth presentation on the
freshwater situation in Central Asia (CA) and the risks of increasing droughts in the future. He also
presented an overview of the possible climate change scenarios in CA and the implications on water
availability and food security in the region.
2. Dr. Kakhramon Djumaboev from International Water Management Institute (IWMI)- Central Asia
Office, Uzbekistan. Dr. Djumaboev has more than 20 years’ experience on water resources
management in Central Asia through applied research and development project in the entire region.
He presented an applied Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) framework in Central Asia
implemented to transboundary water resources in the Ferghana Valley.

Local water management

authorities from the countries of Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan have for the first time closely
cooperated on the improvement of water allocation between the countries through better water
governance and management tools.
3. Dr. Iskandar Abdullaev, Director of Regional Environmental Centre for Central Asia (CAREC) ,
Kazakhstan. Dr. Iskandar Abdullaev is considered one of the most prominent experts on water
resources management and river basin planning in CA. He is currently Director of CAREC and shared
his vast experience on water basin planning in national and international river basins in CA by
demonstrating currently applied projects. He also presented the prerequisites for a successful river
basin planning by emphasizing on the peculiarities of the technical and socio-economic aspects of
Central Asia region.

STUDENTS
GSPP PhD student Kassiyet Omarova developed training on audio description
We are glad to share with you video of GSPP PhD student Kassiyet Omarova, Head of the social fund
"Arzhan" and developer of the training on audio description. Audio description is a service for people
with visual impairments. This is a concise, but at the same time a detailed description of objects, actions
and phenomena https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UFNDN0O0ngU
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Prof Colin Knox:
‘Public Councils in Kazakhstan: a case of emergent participative democracy?’ Central Asian Survey,
2018 Vol 37 (2): 305-32. (with Saltanat Janenova);
‘Public Sector Reform in Central Asia and the Caucasus’ International Journal of Public Administration
2018 Vol. 37 (2), 2018 pp 305-321

doi.org/10.1080/01900692.2017.1411362;

‘Civil service reform in Kazakhstan: trajectory to the 30 most developed countries?’

International

Review of Administrative Sciences 2018 DOI: 10.1177/0020852317722397 (with Prof Saltanat
Janenova);
‘Public Reforms in the Caucasus’ International Journal of Civil Service Reform and Practice 2018 Vol. 3
(1) pp 9-26;
‘Consolidating Peace: rethinking the community relations model’ Administration, 2018 Vol 66 (3): 7-31
(with Seamus McCrory);
‘Quality Peace in Post-Conflict Societies ’ in M. Joshi and P. Wallensteen (eds.) Understanding Quality
Peace: Peacebuilding after Civil War, Chapter 15, 2018: London: Routledge. pp 235-256.

Prof Stefanos

Xenarios:

Xenarios S, Gafurov A, Schmidt-Vogt D. et al. (2018) Climate change and adaptation of mountain
societies in Central Asia: uncertainties, knowledge gaps, and data constraints, Reg Environ Change,
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10113-018-1384-9
Recent study on climate change and adaptation of mountain societies in Central Asia by
Stefanos Xenarios, NU GSPP Associate Professor, Abror Gafurov, Dietrich Schmidt-Vogt, Jenniver
Sehring, Sujata Manandhar, Chris Hergarten, Jyldyz Shigaeva, Marc Foggin
Abou Zaki N, Torabi Haghighi A, Rossi PM, Xenarios S, Kløve B. (2018) An Index-Based Approach to
Assess the Water Availability for Irrigated Agriculture in Sub-Saharan Africa. Water, 10, 896.

Prof Saltanat Janenova on the rise of one-stop shops:
A key lesson of Kazakhstan’s experience is that the creation of one-stop shops should form part of wider
civil service reforms that transform the culture of government.
“One-stop shops were initially viewed by the government as a panacea for corruption, for poor quality of
public services,” comments GSPP Prof Saltanat Janenova. “But such expectations are too high, and they
should be seen as only one component of a broader, wider public-sector reform. There need to be
changes in the culture of government officials, in their ways of thinking, their behaviour, and their
attitudes towards serving citizens.” Read the full article.
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Prof Sasidaran Gopalan:

Refereed and Peer-Reviewed Journal Articles
Gopalan, S. 2018. “Does Foreign Bank Entry Contribute to Financial Development? Examining the
Role of Income Thresholds,” Development Policy Review. (Forthcoming)
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/dpr.12286

Tan, K.G., Gopalan, S. and Ahmad, N.S. 2018. “Growth Slowdown Analysis for Indonesia’s Subnational
Economies: An Empirical Investigation” Review of Pacific Basin Financial Markets and Policies, 21(3):
1-36.https://www.worldscientific.com/doi/10.1142/S0219091518500170

Tan, K.G., Gopalan, S. and Nguyen, W. 2018. “Measuring Ease of Doing Business in India’s SubNational Economies: A Novel Index,” South Asia Journal of Business Studies (Forthcoming).
Articles in Media (Commentaries and Op-Eds)
Gopalan, S. and Rajan, R.S. 2018. “Are Trade Wars Spiraling into Currency Wars?” Global-is-Asian,
August 21, 2018.

Articles in Media (Commentaries and Op-Eds)
Gopalan, S. and Rajan, R.S. 2018. “Are Trade Wars Spiraling into Currency Wars?” Global-is-Asian,
August 21, 2018.

